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Abstract

This study was aimed at determining the relationships of accident severity using road environment and traveller characteristics. Ordinal logistic regression models were used in this study. The accident data was provided by Malaysian Research Institute of Road Safety (MIROS) for all accidents which occurred in Penang state during 2006-2011. It was observed that motorbikes were predominantly involved in these accidents, hence, it was decided to develop three separate models; one for the overall data, and others for accidents with and without motorbikes. Logistic regression models showed that commercial land use, road width and experience of driver are important factors that may increase severity of accidents. Shoulder width was found to decrease the severity of motorbike accidents. Commercial land use, road width and driver experience have more impact on motorbike accidents as compared to accidents of other vehicles.
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1. Introduction

The need for transport and mobility has increased in the modern world. This has resulted in subsequent increase in motorization. One of the major issues related to motorization is traffic accidents [1]. These accidents are one of the leading causes of fatalities in the world, having severe economic impacts. According to World Health Organization (WHO), 65% of unintentional death-causing injuries are due to traffic accidents [2].

The contributing factors to a traffic accident can be categorized as follows: human, vehicle and environmental [3]. This study focuses on studying the impacts of environmental factors on traffic accidents involving different types of vehicles. Environmental factors may include, but not limited to, road surface, components of road geometry and light/visibility conditions [4]. Geometric factors which affect safety include, road cross-sectional reallocation, shoulder width, and lane width [5].

Most of the studies conducted on prediction of road traffic accidents have focused on human-related factors including: gender, age, marital status, driving experience and education [6]. The factors which have been reported to contribute to severity of accidents include: age, use of drugs and safety precautions (such as seatbelts and helmets) [7]. Other driver-related factors that have been observed to affect the severity of accidents are gender and marital status [8]. Similar to other low and middle-income countries, Malaysia also has growing concerns related to traffic accidents. It has been reported that the rate of deaths for road users is 24 per 100,000 people. A significant proportion of which occurs on the expressways [9].

It has been found in the previous literature that the accidents are predicted through binary logistic regression models or other prediction models. These models do not take into account the concept of road characteristics that may increase the severity of road accidents. Therefore, this study employs ordinal logistic regression models, which have shared utility functions to account for variables increasing the severity of accidents. The use of these models has not been found in this area of research. Separate models have been developed for complete dataset as well as for accidents involving different types of vehicles.

Previous studies have also been lacking in providing a comparative analysis of different vehicles along with geometric features of highways. Geometric features are important elements from the perspective of traffic engineering as they are easier to modify as compared to driver behavior. Furthermore, they inadvertently affect the drivers’ behavior in turn. Hence, the results of this study are expected to be helpful, in reducing/mitigating traffic accidents, by providing design related solutions.
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2. Dataset and Analysis Method

Data for this study was collected by Malaysian Institute of Road Safety Research (MIROS) for the accidents occurring during the period of 2006-2011 in Penang state. Penang was selected because, as per the data acquired from MIROS, it had the highest vehicular density among all the states of Malaysia, as shown in Figure 1. Data related to 255 accidents was used from MIROS record. The measurements for road features were taken precisely through field observations. In addition to environmental features, victim-related characteristics were also recorded but this dataset was not found to be complete. So only those characteristics are included in this study which were recorded accurately and completely. However, the data was sufficient for this study as it only focuses on geometric and land use aspects’ contribution to severity of accidents.

![Vehicle Density among the states of Malaysia](image)

**Fig. 1. Vehicle Density among the states of Malaysia**

### 2.1. Description of Variables

The variables used in this study are shown in Table 1. These variables included road geometry and environment, location of accidents and few driver characteristics. There were several categorical variables, for which the number of categories were minimized by combining the categories with low frequencies. For e.g., most of the accidents occurred on four-leg or t-intersections, hence, other categories for type of highway were merged into a single category of ‘others’. Therefore, if the variable for four-leg or t-intersection is ‘0’ then it denotes ‘others’ category. The descriptive statistics of continuous variables are provided in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Description</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accident severity</td>
<td>Categorical variable, 1 for minor injury accident, 2 for major injury accident and 3 for fatal accident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four leg intersection</td>
<td>Categorical variable, 1 if the accident location was a four leg intersection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-intersection</td>
<td>Categorical variable, 1 if the accident location was a t-intersection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double lane marking</td>
<td>Categorical variable, 1 if the accident location had double line lane marking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single lane marking</td>
<td>Categorical variable, 1 if the accident location had single line lane marking, lane marking variables will be 0 if there was no lane marking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road width</td>
<td>Continuous variable, road width in meters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Descriptive statistics of continuous variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Description</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder width (meters)</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed limit (km/hr)</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver age</td>
<td>35.55</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Ordinal Logistic Regression

Ordinal logistic regression can be used to predict variables which have ordered/ordinal responses. One of its applications include predicting severity of pain in the field of medical sciences [10]. This is similar to the problem for which these models are used in this study i.e. to predict severity of accidents. An alternative model to this problem could be multinomial logistic regression. However, fitting multinomial models requires large number of parameters and degrees of freedom. Moreover, it does not account for the ordering of response variable rendering its interpretation impractical [11].

Ordinal logistic regression model was proposed by McCullagh [12] who referred to it as proportional odds models. The probability of a response \( y_i \) could be calculated as per Eq. 1.

\[
\text{logit}(y_i) = \theta - \beta(X)
\]  

Where, \( \theta \) and \( \beta \) are the unknown model parameters and \( X \) is the input vector [13]. The right-hand side of the equation is also referred to as the utility function which is estimated during the development of the model using maximum likelihood approach. Ordinal models are considered simpler, compared to multinomial logistic, due to the fact that it works on the calculation of cumulative odds/probabilities as shown in Eq. 2.

\[
\text{logit}(y_i \leq j) = \ln \left( \frac{p(y_i \leq j)}{1 - p(y_i \leq j)} \right)
\]  

Where \( j \) is the number of ordered categories for the response variable [14]. Figure 2 shows the application of logistic regression model.
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**Fig. 2.** Application logistic regression model

2.4. Involvement of Motorbikes

Motorbike riders have been considered as vulnerable road users as their involvement in accidents generally results in severe injuries or fatalities [23]. Keeping this fact in mind, it was decided to investigate if the involvement of motorbikes in road accidents for the Penang state is more than other vehicles. A statistical test was performed to check the null hypothesis that there is no significant difference in the percentages of accidents involving motorbikes and other vehicles. The critical t-value at 95% confidence level was 1.645. It was found that 76% of accidents involved other vehicles while 89% involved motorbikes. It should be noted that most of the accidents included motorbikes as well as other vehicles. T-value for the test was calculated as per Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 [24].

\[
p = \frac{n_1 \times p_1 + n_2 \times p_2}{n_1 + n_2}
\]  

\[
t = \frac{p_1 - p_2}{\sqrt{p(1-p)(1/(n_1 + n_2))}}
\]

Where, \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) represents proportion of accidents involving motorbikes and other vehicles, whereas \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) represent number of accidents involving motorbikes and other vehicles, respectively. It was found that the t-value for the test was found to be 7.10 which is higher than the critical t-value. Hence, the null hypothesis is rejected implying that traffic accidents involving motorbikes are significantly higher than those involving any other vehicle. It was further observed that 85% of all fatal accidents involved motorbikes. These findings confirm with other recent studies done in Malaysia which highlight the issue of high involvement of motorbikes in Malaysia [25, 26]. Moreover, number of motorbikes on Malaysian roads is increasing rapidly [26]. Considering these findings, it was decided to develop separate models for accidents with and without motorbikes to identify any specific factors affecting involvement of motorbikes.

3. Results and Discussion

Due to the significant involvement of motorbikes, there were three models developed in this study. First one was developed using complete dataset which is shown in Table 3. Second model was developed for accidents involving motorbikes, which is shown in Table 4 and the last one was developed using accidents involving other vehicles only (shown in Table 4). 25% of data was kept for testing all ordinal logistic models. Before developing the models, a correlation coefficient analysis was done for the all variables to check for multicollinearity and it was found that all coefficients were less than 0.8. Therefore, it was concluded that there is no multicollinearity between variables. Figure 3 provides a comparison of coefficients of those variables which were found to be common in all models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept 1</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept 2</td>
<td>-1.44</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single line lane marking</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>License &lt; 5</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road width</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Log likelihood</td>
<td>-280.146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final log likelihood</td>
<td>-253.298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (For training dataset)</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (For test dataset)</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Ordinal logistic Regression model for Pooled data

Table 4. Ordinal logistic Regression model for Motorbike Accidents
The model in Table 3 shows that accident severity is positively affected by lane marking, commercial land use and road width among the roadway environment factors. This is in agreement with the literature [26], which states that wider roads appear to be less dangerous; thus, promoting risky behavior. The only factor related to driver which significantly affected the severity was having driving license for less than 5 years which affected the severity positively. Single lane markings were present on roads having less traffic volume, as compared to double lane markings, and more road width encouraged the driver to drive at a higher speed, thus both these variables contributed positively towards severe accidents. The traffic demand in commercial areas may include heavy vehicles which add to the severity of accidents. Drivers having license for less years are less experienced and may be involved in dangerous maneuvers and thus having severe accidents.

The model shown in Table 4 shows almost the same results as the pooled data. However, shoulder width has also been found to have negative impact on severity of accidents in all cases. Shoulder width was found to have a negative impact on severity of motorbike accidents, possibly because it provides more space for motorbike riders to do merging or diverging maneuvers. Lane marking was not found as important parameter for accidents with other types of vehicles. Possible reason for this could be the fact that car or heavy vehicle drivers tend to follow the path more appropriately than motorbike drivers in spite of single lane marking. Commercial land use, road width and driver experience have more impact on motorbike accidents as compared to other vehicles.

In light of the results from this study, it is recommended that licensing regulations should be made more stringent to avoid severe accidents by inexperienced drivers. Moreover, relevant authorities should make more stringent regulations to encourage drivers (especially for motorbikes) to follow their path. The road agencies should take actions that compel drivers to follow regulations, such as providing double lane markings. Highways in commercial areas should be provided with more shoulder width to avoid severe motorbike accidents.

### 4. Conclusion

This study focused on finding the impacts of road geometry and environmental factors on severity of accidents in Penang state of Malaysia. Moreover, effects of these variables on accidents with and without motorbikes were also compared. Ordinal logistic regression models were used for this purpose and their application in this field is not found in the previous literature. It was found that motorbikes involvement in accidents is significantly higher than other vehicles having more than 80% of fatal accidents.

Separate models were developed for pooled data, accidents with motorbikes and accidents with other vehicles. It was shown that commercial land use, road width and experience of driver are important factors that add to severity of accidents in all cases. Shoulder width was found to have a negative impact on severity of motorbike accidents, possibly because it provides more space for motorbike riders to do merging or diverging maneuvers. Lane marking was not found as important parameter for accidents with other types of vehicles. Possible reason for this could be the fact that car or heavy vehicle drivers tend to follow the path more appropriately than motorbike drivers in spite of single lane marking. Commercial land use, road width and driver experience have more impact on motorbike accidents as compared to other vehicles.
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